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Recent work by Hauck [1] indicates autocorrelation processing may be adversely affected by the large number of acoustic rays from a source within a convergence zone. The object of the current study is to examine the effect of CZ multipath on cross-correlation of frequency hopped pulses. The sensitivity of the correlation to source or receiver depth and the location of the source within a convergence zone is examined using the Generic Sonar Model [2].
EFFECTS OF CONVERGENCE ZONE MULTIPATH ON CROSSCORRELATION

-- First Viewgraph, please (1). --

CONVERGENCE ZONE CROSSCORRELATION

PROBLEM: UNDERSTAND AND PREDICT THE EFFECTS OF CZ MULTIPATH ON THE CROSSCORRELATION OF WIDEBAND SIGNALS

APPROACH: USE MODIFIED GENERIC SONAR MODEL

- SIMULATE CROSSCORRELOGRAMS FOR A VARIETY OF SOURCE/RECEIVER GEOMETRIES
- RELATE CZ RAY STRUCTURE TO SIMULATED CORRELOGRAM

Viewgraph 1

The objective of this work is to characterize the effects of convergence zone multipath on the correlation of signals between widely spaced sensors. A modified version of the Generic Sonar Model was used to simulate the correlograms shown in this study.

-- Next Viewgraph, please (2) --
Two source receiver geometries will be discussed. The first is an end-fire configuration, with both source and receivers in a horizontal line. Horizontal range is measured between the source and receiver 1. For the second geometry, both receivers are located at the same horizontal range but at different depths.

-- Next Viewgraph, please (3). --
This viewgraph provides a brief review of convergence zone propagation. A CZ is formed by many rays which, due to the ocean sound speed profile, refract at depth and focus in a small well-defined region. The acoustic intensity in the CZ is greatly increased by this focusing, analogous to the focusing of light through a lens.
The effect of multiple ray paths on the crosscorrelation function is depicted in the viewgraph. The signal at receiver 1 is formed by two ray arrivals with travel times $T_{11}$ and $T_{12}$. Similarly, the signal at receiver 2 has arrivals at $T_{21}$ and $T_{22}$, with the second arrival shifted by 180 degrees, as if reflected from the ocean surface. The crosscorrelation function has peaks at each of the travel time differences between the arrivals at receiver 1 and receiver 2. The polarity at the peak is determined by the phase between the arrivals, positive for like phase, negative for opposite phase. Note the correlogram shows only three peaks, not four, as we have assumed the smallest travel time difference is less than zero. The width of each peak is determined by the bandwidth of the received signals, the smaller the bandwidth the wider the correlation peak.

Next Viewgraph, please (5)
The received signals used in this study are shown in this viewgraph. Both are broadband waveforms and thus should have relatively narrow correlation peaks. The first signal consists of seven 20 millisecond pulses. The frequency of each successive pulse is 100 Hz greater than the preceding pulse, between 500 and 1100 Hz. In the signal magnitude spectrum, the seven frequencies are clearly visible. The type of signal is contrasted with the linear FM sweep. The spectrum is similar, but flatter across the 500 - 1100 Hz band.

--- Next Viewgraph, please (6). ---
The correlation function of the two signals is also similar. The top trace is for the hopped sequence; the bottom, for the LFM. While the correlation functions are similar, it is important to note that the LFM has a larger correlation peak than the hopped sequence.

"Next Viewgraph, please (7)."
SIMULATION PARAMETERS

- FAME EIGENRAY MODEL
- RECEIVED SIGNAL BANDWIDTH 100-2500 Hz
- SOURCE/RECEIVER DEPTHS 20-100 M
- HORIZONTAL RECEIVER SEPARATION 100-1000 M
- VERTICAL RECEIVER SEPARATION 0-150 M
- SINGLE CZ SOUND SPEED PROFILE

Viewgraph 7

Two additional parameters not included in this figure are (1) the signal-to-noise ratio for the received signals is in excess of 100 dB, and (2) since we are interested in isolating the effects of acoustic multipath, only the signal magnitude spectra, amplitude vs. frequency, were input to the GSM. No signal phase information was used.

--- Next Viewgraph, please (7). ---
To interpret the crosscorrelation function, it is important to categorize the types of rays which make up the CZ. In this viewgraph, we see four ray types are possible. Three of the four may be further subdivided by their interaction with the sea surface; either a refraction below the surface, shown as the solid line, or a surface reflection, shown as a dashed line. Also, since we are concerned with time differences, we will define two types of travel time differences: intra- and interpath. Intrapath differences are the time differences between the same ray types to each receiver, say an R path at receiver 1 and an R path to receiver 2. Interpath travel time differences are formed from dissimilar path types. It is also important to note that several paths of a single type may be present in the CZ. Thus, there is the opportunity for many intrapath time differences forming from each path type.
This figure shows the crosscorrelation function vs. range across the 1st CZ. The horizontal separation between receivers is 100 m. The ranges 50 - 51 km correspond to both receivers just before the start of the CZ. At 52 km, both receivers are near the front of the CZ, and the travel time differences are clustered near the bulk time delay, 64 ms. Because of the relatively small receiver separation, the eigenray structure between the receivers are very similar. Thus all the intrapath time differences align to form a single large correlation peak. Around the main correlation peak are smaller peaks caused by interpath time differences, which show minor changes as the receivers move across the convergence zone.

Next Viewgraph, please. (10).
The figure is again crosscorrelation vs. range, but for a receiver separation at 1 km. Note the bulk time delay has been greatly increased, as expected, and no range single correlation peak is evident. For large receiver separations, the eigenray structures are different, and can be dramatically different. Now the intrapath time differences do not align exactly but are spread out by 3 - 5 ms. Note the straight line at a range of 55 km appears to be an anomaly and should be ignored.

-- Next Viewgraph, please (11). --
The figure presents the autocorrelation function vs. increasing vertical receiver separation. The range of 50 km again corresponds to the two receivers just outside the front of the 1st CZ. As receiver 2 drops in depth, the correlation function quickly degrades and is almost nonexistent when the second receiver is just inside the first caustic, shown on the viewgraph as a depth difference of 30 m. These changes in the correlation function for very small receiver depth differences are an indication that the eigenray structure is more variable in depth than in range.

-- Next Viewgraph, please (12). --
CZ CORRELATION vs. DEPTH SEPARATION

RANGE = 53 km

A less dramatic example is when both receivers are inside the CZ initially. Here all the travel time differences spread apart as the second receiver drops, with many small correlation peaks present. As the second receiver drops below 50 m, the eigenrays change from surface-reflected to near surface-refracted types, and the interpath correlation peaks diminish. The set of peaks moving to greater delays are interpath time differences for ray types which still are common to both receivers.

-- Next Viewgraph, please (13). --
Some observations to be drawn from this study are (1) the specific type of wideband signal used has only a small impact on the correlation function (the differences between the hopped cw and LFM are due primarily to the different effective time-bandwidth products caused by "scalloping" in the hopped signal spectrum); (2) receiver separation yield diminished crosscorrelation when the eigenray structures between the two becomes appreciably different. This occurs in both the horizontal and vertical planes, with about 10 times the variability in the vertical.

This work is continuing toward including signal phase effects, which will cause much larger differences between the correlation of different waveforms with similar bandwidths and simulate the two-way propagation effects on the active transmission of these wideband signals.
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